
Installation Instructions For BPRI-1 Privacy Snib Turn Set with Bolt

1.

2.

Fold the template along the line that is to be placed 
on the door edge.
Mark the centre for the snib turn set set and also mark the 
height for the centre of the Privacy Snib Set hole. 

Step 1. Install Privacy Bolt

Fig 1

Drill a 23mm (7/8”) Privacy bolt hole, taking care to ensure 
that the hole is drilled squarely.

3.

Drill the Privacy snib Turn set set centre hole 
as shown on the template.

4.

Mark the recess required for the Privacy Bolt face 
and chisel a recess of 3.0mm in depth.

5.

Insert the Privacy Bolt and secure with the 
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Refer to Fig 1.

screws provided. 

Step 2. Install Privacy Snib Turn Set

1.
2.

Insert Spindle through Cam in Privacy bolt. Cut to correct length if necessary.
Separate mounting brackets from Privacy Snib set backplates.

Locating Lug

3.
4.

Place mounting brackets over spindle and insert locating lug.
Mark and drill screw fixing holes.

5. Remove locating lug. Fit screws.
6. Repeat for both sides of door.
7. Press on backplate with snib for inside of door.
8. Press on backplate with emergency release slot for

Spindle

mounting bracket

Backplate (snib side pictured)

Mark centre-line
of latch hole

Backset 60mm (2 3/8”)

23mm (7/8”) hole
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e Important note: always check measure templates before use, as 

dimensions can enlarge or shrink when printed. Use a ruler to make 
sure the 60mm backet is accurate on this template.

outside of door.

Fit Striker plate to door jamb so that the privacy bolt activates through the centre of the  6.
striker plate central opening. 


